Knowledge Organiser
Science - Our Changing World & Circle of Life
Key Vocabulary
Animal

An animal is any living thing that can move from place to place
independently and has senses that help it to recognise and react to the
world around it. Animals are unable to make their own food and so
have to feed on other living things.

Life Cycle

A life cycle is made up of a series of developmental changes that an
organism goes through, as they are born, grow, develop to adulthood,
reproduce, reach old age and die. The stages of the life cycle and length
of that cycle vary, depending on the type of animal.

life cycle, birth, growth, reproduction,
metamorphosis, aging, death, animal, mammal,
amphibian, insect, bird, elephant, toad,
bumblebee, blue tit, hedgehog, bat, polar bear,
mountain gorilla, cubs, pups, hibernate,
nocturnal, marsupial, toad, newt, salamander,
tree frog, metamorphosis, tadpole, larva, frog,
toad, gills, cold blooded, ladybird, butterﬂy,
dragonﬂy, head, thorax, abdomen, antennae,
egg, pupa, cocoon, adult, thrush, peregrine
falcon, ostrich, emperor penguin, breeding cycle,
clutch, brood, hatch, ﬂ edge, prey, predator,
reproduce, habitat, environment, humpback
whale, blue whale, swift, osprey, wildebeest,
caribou, monarch butterﬂy, migrate, migration,
navigate, genetic, endangered, threatened,
extinct, extinction, evolution, giant panda, black
rhino, peregrine falcon, bumblebee, salamander,
osprey, koala bear

Interesting Fact

Key Knowledge

Mammal Life
Cycle

Mammal life cycles vary signiﬁcantly in length.
They give birth to live young which look like
smaller versions of the adult animal. Dogs, cows,
elephants, mice, whales and humans are all
mammals.

Amphibian
Life Cycle

Amphibians spend part of their life cycle in water
and part of their life cycle on land. Amphibians
hatch in water from jelly-like eggs and, during
their early stages of life, breathe using gills. They
then develop lungs so the adults can breathe air
and live on land. This process, which changes their
appearance entirely, is known as metamorphosis.
Frogs, toads and salamanders are all amphibians.

Insect Life
Cycle

The life cycles of insects vary, but most insects
hatch from eggs. The immature stages can be very
different from adults in structure, habit and
habitat. Those insects that go through complete
metamorphosis have a pupal stage. Insects that
go through incomplete metamorphosis do not
have a pupal stage, but develop into adults
through a series of nymphal stages instead. Bees,
ants, butterﬂies, beetles and ﬂies are kinds of
insects.

Bird Life Cycle

Birds lay eggs that have hard shells. These eggs
hatch out after a period of incubation. Young
chicks are largely helpless and are fed by the adult
birds until they have grown and developed
sufﬁciently to leave the nest. Exceptions include
duck chicks, which can run around almost
immediately and are brought to water by their
parents. Robins, eagles, chickens and ostriches are
a few of the many kinds of birds.

Mammals are amazing!
The blue whale,
measuring up to 110
feet long and weighing
up to 419,000 pounds, is
the largest mammal
living today. It is also
the largest mammal to
have ever lived....larger
than even the biggest
dinosaur.
The smallest mammals
are tinier than many
insects. The bumblebee
bat is only about 1.14
inches long and weighs
a mere 0.07oz or less

Knowledge Organiser
Science - Reproduction in Plants & Animals
Key Vocabulary

reproduction, reproduce, ﬂower,
organ, carpel, stamen, pollen,
seeds, seed head, berry, fruit,
pollinator, pollination,
fertilisation, reproduction,
reproduce, propagate, stem, leaf
and root cuttings, runners, tubers,
bulbs, rhizomes, gender, male,
female, asexual, metamorphosis,
mate, sperm, pregnant, give birth,
young, pup, calf, foal, chick,
hatch, ﬂedge, ﬂedgling

Interesting Fact
Dolly the Sheep
Some living things can be
made without any natural
reproduction at all.

Key Knowledge
●
●

●

●

●

The reproductive organ of a plant is the ﬂower
The female part of a ﬂower consists of the carpels,
which is where the seeds are formed. It has three
parts: the stigma, the style, and the ovary. The male
parts of the ﬂower are the stamens, which produce
pollen. Each stamen has two parts: an anther and a
ﬁlament. The anther contains the pollen and the
ﬁlament supports the anther.
All amphibians reproduce by sexual reproduction.
The female’s eggs are fertilised outside her body. The
female lays many jelly-covered eggs in water. The
male immediately fertilises the eggs by spraying a
cloud of sperm over them. Sperm enter into the eggs
and fuse with the nucleus in the egg. The egg cells
divide and develop until the offspring in the form of
tadpoles are ready to hatch.
All birds reproduce by sexual reproduction – sperm
from the male fertilize the female’s eggs inside the
female’s body.
All mammals reproduce by sexual reproduction –
sperm from the male fertilises the female’s egg inside
her body.

Scientists have
experimented with cloning
for many years now. Cloning
is when the nucleus of one
cell (not a sperm cell) is
fused with an egg cell. In
the case of Dolly the sheep
she only had one parent as
both cells were taken from
her mother. She did not
need a sperm cell.
She was cloned at the
Roslin Institute in
Edinburgh, Scotland. It took
277 attempts to create
Dolly. The success rate when
cloning animals is very low.
She lived a healthy life and
had 6 lambs of her own:
Bonnie, Rosie, Lucy, Sally,
Darcy and Cotton. Dolly
died in 2003.

Knowledge Organiser
Science - Get Sorted
Key Vocabulary
soluble

means when it is put in water it 'disappears'. We say it has
dissolved and the resulting liquid is called a solution.

insoluble

means when it is put in water it stays as a solid. Often is makes
the liquid cloudy or sinks to the bottom. E.g. sand in water.

ductile

is when a solid material stretches under tensile stress. If ductile,
a material may be stretched into a wire.

viscosity

Viscosity is the property of a liquid that describes how fast or
slowly it will ﬂow. You can think of viscosity as how thick a liquid
is. A liquid with low viscosity, or that's thin, like water, will ﬂow
quickly

Key Knowledge
Conductors and Insulators
●

A conductor is a material that transmits something like
electricity or heat well.

●

An insulator is a material that does this less well or not
at all.

●

Metals are very effective thermal and electrical
conductors.

●

Plastics and woods are poor thermal and electrical
conductors but very good thermal and electrical
insulators.

●

Both these materials are ideal for using in contexts
where heat requires insulating to protect the user, for
example, for the handles of metal cooking pans or for
cooking spoons that are used with hot food.

●

Plastics are also used to insulate cables and plugs on
electrical appliances and in the wiring of our homes,
speciﬁcally because they are such effective electrical
insulators

properties, material, solid, liquid,
gas, compare, contrast, group,
organise, criteria, hardness, soluble,
insoluble, transparent,
transparency, opaque, hardness,
strength, rigidity, ﬂexibility, elastic,
elasticity, ductile, electrical
conductor/insulator, thermal
magnetic, non-magnetic, attract,
repel, viscosity, viscous, thick,
thicker, types of plastic – polyester,
nylon, polythene, PVC, polystyrene
acrylic, biodegradable,
environmentally friendly

Interesting Fact

Can you predict a
volcanic eruption?
Viscosity is used as a
way to predict when
volcanoes erupt.
When the lava comes
out very thickly
(viscous), there is more
chance that it will
erupt violently.
This is because the
lava is so thick that it
has a hard time
getting out and may
burst out when it can.
If the lava is thin (low
viscosity), then it just
ﬂows out like water.

Knowledge Organiser
Science - Everyday Materials
Key Vocabulary
organic

Something that is derived from living matter

weathering

wear away or change the appearance or texture of (something)
by long exposure to the atmosphere.

durability

able to withstand wear, pressure, or damage; hard-wearing.

Stain resistant

is deﬁned as the ability to resist the contamination from
atmospheric dust, and it is an important performance of exterior
coatings

polymer

Polymers are materials made of long, repeating chains of
molecules. The materials have unique properties, depending on
the type of molecules being bonded and how they are bonded.

Key Knowledge
●

●

●

Materials that you encounter in the world around you
show signs of wear and tear over time. This may be due
to weathering or regular use (or abuse). Organic
materials, for example wood, will decompose once the
surface seal or varnish is broken, whereas some plastics
start to break down and can become brittle.
Plastics: Plastics are polymers: very large molecules
made up of smaller units joined together, generally
end-to-end, to create a long chain. The properties of
particular plastics depend on how these chains combine.
Plastics can be very different: rigid and inﬂexible in one
form, for example a plastic container; malleable and
highly ﬂexible in another, for example cling ﬁlm.
Glue: For two surfaces to become glued together, two
things must happen. Firstly, the liquid glue must ﬁnd its
way into all the nooks and crannies of the two surfaces
being stuck together. Even surfaces that feel quite
smooth will appear much rougher when examined under
a microscope. Once the glue has been applied to the
surfaces it must be able to turn into a solid, by a drying
process. This solid then holds the two surfaces together. If
it cannot dry or set for some reason, it will not stick.

properties, material, building, construction,
structure, organic, natural, manufactured,
man-made, weathering, decay, decompose,
break down, brittle, fragile, metal, plastic,
wood, ceramic, concrete, compare, contrast,
group, organise, criteria, strong, strength,
weakness, durability, wear, tear, stretch,
ﬂexible, ﬂexibility, hardness, light, heavy,
durable, durability, waterproof, washable,
stain resistant, reusable, bicycle, suspension,
brakes, tyre tread, saddle, weight, mass,
criteria, ovenproof, heat, temperature, room
temperature, thermal conductor, thermal
insulator, insulate, insulation, viscosity,
viscous, sticky, stickiness, tackiness, adhesive,
glue, saturated, powder, particle, polymer,
volume, quantity

Interesting Fact

The problem with
plastic
Plastic is a popular, useful
material but we use a lot of it.
We now use about 20 times more
plastic than we did 50 years ago.
Therefore, it is important that we
Reuse and Recycle plastic as
much as possible.
The energy saved from recycling
one plastic bottle can power a
100 watt light bulb for almost an
hour
17 billion plastic carrier bags are
given away by supermarkets
every year - That's 290 bags per
person!
Every year, an estimated 17½
billion plastic bags are given
away by supermarkets. This is
equivalent to over 290 bags for
every person in the UK. 17½
billion seconds ago it was the
year 1449.

Knowledge Organiser
Science - Marvellous Mixtures
Key Vocabulary
particle

a minute portion of matter

dissolve

to become broken up or absorbed by something or to disappear
into something else. When sugar becomes absorbed into water

solution

two substances that are evenly mixed together. One of them is
called the solute and the other is the solvent.

contaminate

making something impure or unsuitable by contact with
something unclean

suspension

a mixture of two or more components. In a suspension, very
small pieces of solid are mixed in a liquid but do not dissolve.

Key Knowledge

material, compare, contrast,
separate, mixture, sieve, ﬁlter,
evaporate, solid, liquid, gas,
powder, particle, dissolve, soluble,
solution, contamination,
contaminate, contaminated,
impurity, pure, purity, suspension,
saturated, saturation, reversible,
non-reversible, microbes, bacteria,
types of oil, liquid, solid, detergent,
sticky, ﬁlter, mechanical, boom,
residue, environment, biological,
marine life, purify, drinkable,
sterilise

Interesting Fact

Are all solutions liquid?
The simple answer is no!

●

Dissolving takes place when two materials, a
solid and liquid, share a similar chemical
property.

●

Salt and water molecules carry positive and
negative charges. As salt is mixed into water,
the charged water molecules break apart the
charged salt molecules. The sodium and
chloride molecules mix uniformly with the
surrounding water molecules and the salt
dissolves in water, forming a mixture.

●

Oil, on the other hand, is made up of chains of
molecules that are not charged – so are very
different from both salt and water molecules.
Salt will not dissolve in oil. Sugar, however,
dissolves very slowly into the oil. Its physical
properties allow it to ‘hide’ within the oil
molecules.

Did you know that
solutions can be liquid,
solid, or gas.
An example of a solid
solution is steel.
Fizzy drinks are made by
dissolving carbon dioxide
gas into liquid at high
pressure.
There is a solvent called
aqua regia which can
dissolve the noble metals
including gold and
platinum.

Knowledge Organiser
Science - All Change!
Key Vocabulary
Reversible
Changes

are those in which the fundamental composition of the materials
involved remains unchanged, and that by altering the conditions it is
possible to return the materials to their original state. In some cases
the material may look slightly different when it is returned to its
original state, but it remains the same material.

Irreversible
Changes

Non-reversible changes occur when materials react to produce new
products which cannot be easily turned back into the original
materials.

material, change, compare,
contrast, solid, liquid, gas, change
of state, dissolve, melt, reversible,
non-reversible, mixture, powder,
particle, tablet, bubbles, carbon
dioxide, change, reaction, inﬂate,
rust, oxidise, oxygen, corrode,
tarnish; types of metal: iron, steel,
chromium, tin, zinc; boil, vapour,
fuel, heat, burn, burning,
ﬂammable, ﬂame, melts,
solidiﬁes, candle, wick, wax

Interesting Fact

Key Knowledge
Reversible Changes

It’s all chemical!
In a chemical reaction,
the molecules of one
substance can break
and attach to another,
this is when we get a
non-reversible change.

Non-Reversible Changes

When the iron and
magnesium in a
ﬁrework burn, they
react with oxygen and
produce ash and
smoke. They also
release spectacular
heat, light, and noise.
Chemical reactions
usually give out or take
in energy such as heat
or light because
chemical bonds have
been broken and
made.

Knowledge Organiser
Science - The Earth and Beyond
Key Vocabulary

New
Moon

Waning
crescent

Third
quarter

Waning
gibbous

Full
moon

Waxing
gibbous

Aldebaran, Arctic, Antarctic, British Summer
Time, Earth, Greenwich Meridian, International
Date Line, Jupiter, Mars, Mercury, Milky Way,
Moon, North Pole, Saturn, South Pole, Sun,
Neptune, Universe, Uranus, Venus, asteroid,
autumn, axis, compass, crescent, dawn, degrees,
dusk, equator, equinox, ﬁxed stars, Full Moon,
galaxy, gibbous, hemisphere, horizon,
illuminate, leap year, longitude, lunar month,
meridian, nebula, New Moon, northern, orbit,
planet, reﬂect, rotate, rotation, solar system,
solstice, southern, spin, spring, star, summer,
sunrise, sunset, telescope, temperature, tilt, time
zone, waning, waxing, winter, year, change,
compare, draw conclusions, explain,
explanation, investigation, line graph, measure,
model, observations, plan, predict, prediction,
presentation, question, record, review, scientiﬁc
diagram, table

Interesting Fact

Space is amazing!
Did you know that:

First
quarter

Waxing
crescent

Key Knowledge
●
●

●
●

Stars are held together in a galaxy by gravity.
(Our star, the Sun, is in the Milky Way galaxy.)
‘Constellation’ is not a scientiﬁc term but is
commonly used for a pattern of stars in a clearly
deﬁned area of the sky. These stars may be vast
distances apart and in different galaxies.
The moon does not give out light, it reﬂects it
from the sun.
The moon changes shape throughout the month
due to the portion of the Moon and the Sun’s
reﬂection on it keeps changing, so we see it
part-illuminated.

- Space is completely
silent because there is
no atmosphere. This
means that there is no
way for the sound to
travel in the vacuum of
space. Astronauts use
radios to communicate
in space because radio
waves can be sent and
received
- Our solar system is
around 4.571 billion
years old.
- It would take a
modern spacecraft 450
million years to travel
to the centre of the
Milky Way.

